
The Curiously Good Book Club has a new partner:
the lovely Books on the Bus NZ! 

Their concept is simple. Some people go out and
leave their favourite books in the
transport. These are meant to be taken, read,
shared and most importantly, enjoyed. We have
donated books that you will nd all around NZ...
The rst ones appeared recently in Auckland!
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Celebrate Children's books with kiwi publishers
at Unity Book!
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Simon, TV star!

The cheeky star of "Poo Bum!" and other much-
loved children’s books is now on Channel 5 in the
UK. 

At the moment Simon’s onscreen adventures are
only available to viewers in the UK. But for those
looking for a new installment to hold on their
hands, I Can’t Sleep! is now available.

 

 

 

I Can't Sleep!

by Stephanie Blake
A universal story about sleep in the best-

selling series of Simon, the cheeky rabbit who
knows just what he wants.
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Simon nds that it’s not easy being a big brother
—even when you are also a super rabbit.

Julia Marshall, Publisher

 

Simon’s little brother can’t sleep without his
special blanket.

 

Simon usually just tells Casper what to do.
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He must be very, very brave to solve this
problem.

 

It’s one of those books you can read over and
over again.

Kiwi Families, August 2017

 

Gecko Press has sold over 47,000 copies of Poo
Bum

...likely to stop even non-bookish kids in their
tracks. 'The Best Picture Books for

Children' The Guardian

 

Would you like Simon giveaway? Get
a height chart and a postcard with
every Simon book bought on our

website!
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Gecko Press | Level 1, 9 Holland St, Wellington 6011 

Postal: PO Box 9335, Wellington 6141, New Zealand 

Phone: +64 (0) 4 801 9333 

Web: www.geckopress.com

   Like 

   Tweet 

   Forward 

 

Available in all good bookstores or on our
website. 

Ages 3+ - 280 x 220 mm - 40 pages - Origin:
France

Hardback: NZ$29.99 - Paperback: NZ$19.99

For any enquiries please email
us at of ce@geckopress.com

 

 

Join us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to
get even more information about the Curiously

Good Book Club!
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